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Email: Sabeena.Hosenee@azharacademy.org

Curriculum Coverage Overview –Autumn Term 2 - 2018

Nursery

Introduction:
I pray that you are in the best of health and
Iman. Masha Allah we are in our second
Autumn term and our topic for this term is
“People who help us”. This will involve learning
about people in the community such as our
firefighters, police, nurses, doctors, dentists
including our teachers and parents. This topic
will teach children about rules, right and wrong

Expressive Arts and design:
The children will be doing junk modelling
making fire engines or a hospital. They will be
making sounds using different materials and
will experiment with sounds and lights. The
dressing up.

Communication, Language and literacy:
The children will be encouraged to listen to others in
a group when conversations interest them.

Phonics: The children are introduced to letters

Mathematics:

and sounds daily. The sounds for this term are i, n, p,
g and o.

This term the children will learn to count and
recognise their numbers up to 5. They will be

Rhymes: We will be singing nursery rhymes to

exploring how to make fire engines using

reflect people who help us such as ‘Miss Polly had a

different shapes and size. They will also be

Physical Development:
We will be using our gross motor skills to act
out and do role-play outdoors, including playing
physical games. The children will use their fine
motor skills using tools and resources to
exercise their pencil grip.
Makaton Signs: “sit,_eat,_drink.”

The children will learn about safety aspects such as
keeping safe and learn what to do in an emergency.
They will also learn about how others can take care
of them and how they are feeling.

children will also be involved in role-play and

behaviour and about British values.

making patterns using safety sign symbols.

Personal, Social and emotional
development:

Islamic Studies:
Stories: The children will be introduced to the
story of Isa AS and learn about the Prophet
Muhammad SAW.

Surah and Dua memorisation:
This term the children will be concentrating on
Surah Fatiha, learn the dua for greeting and
reply for greeting.
Arabic letters:

د و ل ر ي

dolly’, London’s Burning’ and The Wheels on the Bus’.

Understanding of the world:
This term this topic will focus on the people who
help us in our community. They will learn about
different communities and talk about past, future
events in their lives.

